“PICK 5”

Using the
STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY
&
MBTI PREFERENCES

Student name________________________
How would you describe yourself?

Using the Strong Interest Inventory, refer to the Theme Descriptions on page 2 of your Profile, and list words or phrases that most accurately describe you.

Your Strong Theme Code _____ _____ _____

Descriptions that fit you:
1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________

Using the MBTI Type Table which can be found in the Manufacturing Career Awareness Resource File (flash drive), list the Descriptive Words that most accurately describe you.

Your MBTI Preference _____ _____ _____ _____

Descriptions that fit you:
1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________
Narrowing Down Career Choices using
Strong Interest Inventory (SII)

Using your SII results, choose 10 occupations on pages 5-7 in your Profile with similar results (40) and above.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Narrowing Down Career Choices using
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)

Using the MBTI Type Table or the suggested careers handouts which can be found in the Manufacturing Career Awareness Resource File (flash drive), list at least three jobs popular with people who have your same type.

1. 
2. 
3. 
Categorizing the occupations on your list

Excellent Possibilities: Occupations suggested by both assessments.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Good-Fair Possibilities: Occupations suggested by one or the other assessments.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Unlikely Possibilities: Occupations suggested by neither assessment.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Creating your Top 5 List

Review all the occupations and list the occupations that you want to continue to explore.

1. ____________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________

You will now move on and complete the research activity using these five occupations.